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Introduction: resetting the scene 
This is not a greenfield situation and the playing field has changed 

• A note on carbon prices 
– The market was very successful in meeting the political target, so let’s be 

more ambitious now (since problem is not yet solved). 
• A note on the long-term purpose of the CDM 

– ALL countries need it as tool to find, implement and track performance of 
mitigation actions; “offsetting” (to reduce compliance cost of Annex I) 
was just one application. 

– We need to preserve and build on the capacity of the 5000 professionals 
in developing countries who know how to do this (DOE, DNA, 
developers), currently we risk losing this capacity which took 10 years to 
build.  

 
• Therefore, going forward: 

– Priority I: we need new markets (new demand from existing markets and 
new markets). 

– Priority II: we need scaled-up mechanisms that are based on current 
mechanisms to allow seamless evolution 
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Construction of the crediting baseline and 
trigger for NAMA support; General Approach 

• We must start with an operational/practical approach  
– We need immediate operational availability: we are not a think-

tank but a do-tank 
– We need a design that bridges into the future: we start with what 

we have and works (kind-of) and scale-up from there (seamless) 
 

• This means we start with a PoA 
– PoA that is tied to eligibility criteria of Thailand’s RE support policy 

(domestic feed-in-tariff) (can work on stand-alone basis; EU eligibility) 
– Under current rules (absence of non-Annex I commitments) all credits 

can be exported (host-country government and other domestic entities 
can buy on own account to prepare (early action, i.e. Korea) 

– With future commitments, a share of credits are purchased by national 
offset program (to contribute to target); either directly or via mandatory 
sharing scheme in return for another support/incentive mechanism 
 

• We add a NAMA/NMM layer as soon as this becomes operational 
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Design Parameters for scaled-up PoA 

 Parameter POA Scaled-up PoA/NAMA 
Eligibility Criteria Voluntary, every project that 

meets criteria of the FiT 
policy 

All RE projects on a mandatory 
basis (tied to FiT PPA) 

MRV CDM grid-connected RE 
(small-scale) 

CDM grid-connected RE (all 
scales) 

Crediting Baseline Based on BM & OM (actual 
grid carbon intensity) 

Same (note: carbon credit 
origination and use (to 
contribute to target are two 
separate issues) 

Additionality Automatic under small-
scale rules plus financial 
(tied to FiT eligibility) 

Financial (tied to FiT eligibility) 

Note the high level of commonality in design/capacity to draw on existing 
rules in the design of scaled-up approach ! 
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Concrete case-study: Using scaled-up 
PoA2NAMA to co-finance RE expansion  

• Introduction of FiT 
made RE development 
in Thailand successful 

• The cost of this RE 
policy has been born 
by power consumers & 
tax payers.  

• There is strong political 
pressure to reduce 
these costs. 

• So far, the CDM has 
not contributed 
significant benefit to 
developers. 0.0%
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Crediting based on additionality of cost 
NAMA support triggered by exceeding appropriate cost to the local consumer 

1. Thai consumers funded the 
cost of RE promotion. 

2. Cost/kWh increase with 
increased RE share. 

3. Sale of carbon credits 
(PoA) reduces cost-share 
of consumers (delayed) 

4. NAMA support kicks in as 
soon as the adder cost to 
the consumer exceeds an 
“appropriate” level 

5. NAMA facilitates increasing 
share of RE above a TBD 
domestic target level. 
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Current RE Development Plan and potential 
contribution of a broad-based PoA in Thailand 

While share of RE remains constant at 11% (due to overall 
expansion of generation), the PoA could reduce the cost to 
the consumer from 6.5 to 3 cTHB/kWh. 
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A more accelerated RE Development Strategy 
(target 22%), PoA contribution and NAMA Support 

* This figure is likely to be lower when taking into account future lower cost of RE deployment, barriers to RE deployment and 
thus need for public subsidies. 

While keeping cost to the consumer at an “appropriate” level, 
NAMA support, leveraged by the PoA, facilitates adding an 
additional 8 GW of RE capacity (11 bn EUR capex) at avg. 
cost of 55 mil EUR/year (or 5 EUR/MWh from RE).*  

Domestic consumers contribute 40 mil EUR to the FiT policy.  
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Summary of PoA 2 NAMA design 

• Financial Summary 
– Thai consumers (40 mil EUR/year), carbon markets (45 mil EUR/year and NAMA 

support (55 mil EUR/year) plus “commercial” revenue from electricity sales 
facilitate 8 GW of additional RE capacity (11 bn EUR) 

– 1 EUR of NAMA supports therefore leverages 20 EUR in RE investments. 
– Considering decreasing technology cost and improved efficiency of policy design 

the actual amount of NAMA support is expected to be much lower. 
– The financing required for RE project investment is expected to come in-large 

from domestic financial markets and equipment suppliers. 
 

• Carbon credit sharing as a function of a domestic RE target 
– 11%: no additional domestic purchases required (target is equivalent to current 

level of policy incentive) 
– 22%: 100% domestic purchase of carbon credits required. 
– Reality: somewhere in between (TBD) 

 
• Current Implementation Status 

– PoA validation almost complete 
– Investigating funding options for PoA 2 NAMA scale-up 
– Preparing prospectus for green infrastructure fund 



Thank You for Your Attention 
 
Ingo Puhl 
i.puhl@southpolecarbon.com 
Tel +66 2 678 8979 

mailto:i.puhl@southpolecarbon.com�
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Implementation 
PoA + NAMA “layer” = pilot sector-crediting scheme 

• Develop PoA under current rules (=immediate crediting function) 
– Manage registration for multi-technology PoA that ties eligibility criteria to 

Thailand domestic policy (FiT) (go for EU eligibility) 
 

• Integrate carbon payments with RE local policy (adder) payments 
– Use PoA to make payments against delivered RE kWH (carbon asset secured 

pre-payments under REC-like structure) 
– Use existing adder payment system to manage carbon payments 
– Refinance the cost of the domestic policy to local consumers 

 

• Develop NAMA-layer through multi-stakeholder, public-private partnership 
– Bring together NAMA Support Providers, Host-Country Government, DNA, 

Carbon Buyers, PoA Developers 
– Work through technical/political design issues: target setting, avoiding double-

counting, MRV systems, integrated incentives 
– Key role of host-country DNA (as bridge-builder) 

• Integrate this design with “green infrastructure” fund that leverages 
domestic and international financing 
– Domestic policy PLUS PoA PLUS NAMA layer create profitable investment 

opportunities in RE development 
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Key Issues for take-away 

• When thinking about scaled-up mechanisms: 
– Build on existing mechanisms as a way to create bridges from the current carbon 

market into future carbon markets: no new mechanism will be ready in time to 
NOT create a trading gap/market interruption. 

– Align carbon credit programs with existing domestic policies/incentive programs 
(which drive investments in the targeted sectors anyhow) to make sure they are 
mutually reinforcing. 

– Place stronger focus on scaling-up existing mechanisms to facilitate wide-spread 
mitigation actions (= take a bottom-up approach) 

– In NAMA design, build on existing capacities for determination of eligibility, MRV, 
baseline assessment etc. that was developed over the past 10 years at great 
expense in many countries around the world. 
 
 

• I hope that my example shows that this does work in practice, today !!! 
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